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Mary Jo Lyons 

From: Gayle D. Connolly <kacamanager@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, September 9, 2017 1:03 PM
To:

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Subject: September 9 Update

Dear All ~ 
 
Good afternoon!  Sending this out before heading out today, where many of you are removing personal 
items.  Hope to see you there! 
 
Guess starting with removal is as good a place as any.  The answers here vary with the level of demo required in 
your unit, so it may seem you are getting conflicting information - but it really isn't.  We just have a variety of 
situations and the answers are entirely situational.   
 
First, please allow me to reiterate - the September 15th personal possession removal date is NOT concrete at this 
juncture.  It's a goal.  We do not yet know for sure which units will be completely demo'd or which are going to be 
partial.  This requires approval of our TWIA adjuster, who has just joined us this week.  We are hopeful we will 
have this answer EARLY this week.  We're definitely ready for him, we just need to get him through everything.   
  
For those of you who will experience TOTAL demo, I have confirmed with Bobby of Roadrunner that anything - 
ANY THING (other than appliances, which we WILL be storing, as previously noted) you wish to save/keep, 
needs to be removed prior to demo.  This includes ceiling fans, light fixtures, wall plates, patio furniture... 
anything.   
 
For those of you (and I know this is not going to be well received - because it just raises more questions than it 
simply gives a straight answer); those of you who will be in the partial demo group, you need only remove 
everything attached (such as fans, lights, etc) in the areas where demo will occur.  I know, there is NO WAY for you 
to know the answer to this right now and that has GOT to be frustrating.  I would recommend, if you are able, just 
get it all out.  I'd hate to have to ask you to come back and take more later.  Or see you lose it.   
 
Also for those of you who will experience partial demo, any item left in the unit during construction (such as 
flooring or your kitchen counters and appliances) will be protected over the course of reconstruction.   
 
We are still recommending removal of all personal possessions you wish to keep.  No matter your level of 
demo.  Some of you are storing your items in a room which is clearly not damaged - and this may work for 
purposes of the remodel project, but does not protect them well from conditions on site.  The answer here depends 
entirely on how risk adverse you may be and what your personal insurer recommends.   
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Demo SHOULD be able to start next week.  Again, we're a bit ahead of our Adjuster.  At worst, demo will begin 
the week after.  We should be able to report on scheduling details early this upcoming week.   
 
On electricity, it is going to be weeks before we have ours back on.  Our area of Rockport was to have been 
restored yesterday (though I haven't been informed whether or not it has).  We had gone around previously and 
shut every building off, planning for this eventuality.  Once electricity for our areas is restored, every unit must be 
checked.  There is serious risk of fire - especially from our ac units.  There is little doubt they were pulled and 
buffeted about during the storm and they are our most likely source for electrical damage and fire.  So we must be 
very careful and slow with our own electrical restoration.       
 
For those of you in TWIA, it seems TWIA is organizing well between our TWIA agent and yours.  This would be 
in order to ascertain everyone gets the coverages required by each carrier.  Thus, the issues of overlap coverages are 
definitely going to be monitored.  Translation:  we have to be very careful of how we each (personal and 
association) apply our funds from insurance.  There will be no double payments anywhere on these seemingly gray 
interior areas. 
 
For those of you unable to move your items, Bobby can provide movers.  Please let me stress, our boots on the 
ground are very limited by the scope of this storm - so please only ask for this service if you absolutely must.  There 
will also be a fee applicable to your unit.  But should you need it, we can do it.  If we are removing a great deal of 
furniture (as opposed to a minor amount of wall hangings and kitchen equipment), you will need to contact a 
company such as PODS.  PODS will deliver the container, we will move items into it, then PODS can store the 
container at their facility for you.   
 
I have a very short list of those of you in need of this service.  If you need it, this is the time to make sure I 
know.  Please send a separate email with HELP in the title.  We'll get you organized. 
 
Some of you have been questioning whether or not maintenance payments will be due.... Yes!!  We have asked for 
our attorney to provide us with which aspects of our maintenance fees would be abated under these circumstances 
and will inform you as soon as is possible.  Having said that, where we will not be maintaining certain aspects of the 
property, thus decreasing costs - others are going to require exponentially more than was budgeted and not all of 
these costs are attributable to insurance reimbursement.  So this would be the worst time possible to reduce our 
income.  We need every bit possible to get you back into your units.   
 
Insurance is still payable in full and, as it is definitely in full use this year, there will not be any abatement of cost 
therein.   
 
While we're at it, with this sudden spate of natural catastrophes all over the country, I would FULLY expect 
coverage costs to be higher next year.  It's just how the market works.  If you are able, I'd adjust my future planning 
budget for that now.   
 
We are doing our best to find the owners of the two rogue boats in our canal and get them OUT.   
 
Our grounds are so clean and clear of debris, I'll be meeting with Ernie (landscape company owner) next week to 
see about resuming services and how he may help with tree removal.  We're ready to get mowed!  It's 
WONDERFUL! 
 
We are not completely done with debris removal, the section of canal which the boats are in wasn't touched and we 
anticipate additional debris removal to keep that need in place for just a bit longer.  Once we get to demo, we dump 
(pun intended!) continuation of that requirement on Bobby. 
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Scotty's Locksmith finished cutting keys for units yesterday.  There were some FEW of you wherein we couldn't get 
in due to specialty locks.  Now that we know insurance will cover it, we will be going back and doing what we must 
to access - even if we must break them.  They will be replaced.  Some FEW of you also had to have your locks 
changed.  For most of you we were able to just cut new ones and your current keys will work fine.  I'll have the list 
of what was changed out shortly.  We will always have someone with keys on site, so please don't worry you will be 
locked out.  
 
And because there is humor in everything, no sooner did Scotty's finish the last lock than our crews actually find the 
lock box - in the canal (lol, we thought we were kidding about that)! - with very nearly every key still in there.   
 
Replacement of my normal phone was a bit delayed this week.  I hope to have 361-774-8888 up and running again 
on Tuesday.   
 
That's it for now.  Hope everyone is finding a way to settle into our new (if temporary!) reality.  If I've missed 
something important, please let me know.  Wishing you a good weekend! 
 
Best ~        
  
Gayle D. Connolly 
General Manager 
Key Allegro Condominiums 
kacamanager@yahoo.com 
(361) 774-8888 




